The D.O.V.E. – Your
Personal Health Assistant

Why would I want The DOVE – I’m basically healthy?
Because - You want to STAY HEALTHY.
Because - You want QUALITY of Life, and Quality of Life means HEALTH.
Because - You want to LIVE Life FREE of PAIN

With The D.O.V.E., your body heals
FASTER, EFFECTIVELY & COMPLETELY
The D.O.V.E. does not mask or suppress pain and/or symptoms so that they return
later (as do many prescription medicines), yet while working TOGETHER with the
body, it jumpstarts the body’s healing programs, following thru, until the body returns
to a natural state of balance.

The D.O.V.E. JUMPSTARTS YOUR BODY’S HEALING PROGRAMS
How can it do this?
The D.O.V.E. engages in a dialogue with your body. It literally converses in the
language the body understands, which we call BodyTALK. This language is made
up of neurological electrical impulses. The D.O.V.E. begins speaking to the body the
moment it touches the skin, and the body responds to the signals sent. The
D.O.V.E. then adapts to the body’s response signals. A “conversation” ensues, in
which one could say that the body expresses its discomfort - and The D.O.V.E. calls
upon the body’s healing abilities by calling forth a massive release of “messenger
molecules” (Regulatory Peptides), which come to the aid of the point of dis-ease at
an accelerated speed in massive force. The result – turbo healing bringing the body
back into a state of maximum efficiency, or what we know as HEALTH.
.

Rod Carter
Dallas Cowboys Linebacker;
After 8 years of tremendous hip and knee
pain, my only outlook was surgery. I thought
I had tried everything until a performance
coach introduced me to The DOVE. In my
very first treatment, not only was my hip
pain relieved but my confidence in my
knees was regained.

Roy Foster:
2 time Pro Bowl
NFL Offensive Lineman
After 10 years out of the league, my body
has never been functional. Waking up each
morning in agony due to my lack of mobility
and sever pain, my lifestyle, was not very
fulfilling. In just a couple of treatments with
The DOVE I was able to move without pain
and now have hope for a better future.

Troy Stradford;
Miami Dolphin Running Back

This electronic miracle is like having your own
Personal-Healing-Practitioner AVAILABLE ON DEMAND
Every-BODY requires a Personal Health Assistant in their pocket – No one
needs to be at the mercy of pain and dis-ease any longer ..
The DOVE is the newest edition to the SCENAR family (born out of the Russian
Space program). It is not science fiction, even though it produces almost ‘fairy tale’
results. It deals with the daily health needs of old and young, animals and
Humans with 90-95% success. The D.O.V.E. is the:

SAFEST - SIMPLEST - MOST EFFICIENT UNIVERSALLY EFFECTIVE - PRACTICAL HANDS-ON,
“TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR HEALTH” DEVICE
It’s Real, It Works, and It Is Available for You NOW
HealthBoss/Mediscen

1-855-468-0033 support@healthboss.org
www.dovescenar.com Blog – www.21CenturyDoc.com

I wanted to thank you for allowing me to
experience your product this afternoon.
When I say it has been over 14 years since
I was able to go about my day in a normal
fashion, with out a large percentage of my
mind focused on my back pain...I'm telling
the truth. I called my girlfriend an hour after
being worked on, praising your product.
Living back/pain free has always been a
dream...I'm living that dream right now.
Thanks again. Troy
IF THE D.O.V.E. IS GOOD ENOUGH
FOR THE WORLD-CLASS ATHLETES –
IT’S GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU!

